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Abstra stt

This report deels with the effects of a combination oonsis-

ting of an antenna and tunnel diodes. This in a first report

explaining some fundamental rules in respeot to the appli-

cation of tunnel diodes with antennas: also the correspon-

ding impedance measurement techniques are described. Part I

of this treatment is primarily conoerned with the stability

problems involvred in avoiding self-exoitation pheneomens

within the system. Part II discusses the basic questions

concerning the measurement of input Impedance.

A folded itnipole with a tunnel diode at the top of the ra-

diator is studied experimentally as an example. The measure-

ment of impedances with negative resistances by using slotted

line techniques is also described. The next report will treat

much combinations which are of technical interest.
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1.Stability 91 IgteaM fsltegg. contailgIM Tunnel -oe

A.. Negative bsisltaneo. .4plioatlons.

The generation of a negative reststance, whioh is aohieved
either through an active four-terminal network with regene-
rative feedbuok or by using the mixing principlea of a non-
lineay reactance, requires a relatively large number of cir-
cult oomponents. Iomever the tUnnel diode offers a negative re-
sistance In the form of a sinele component and its application
requirements an a circuit element are the as= as those of a
positive resistance with the exception of the followine three
point$:

a) the tunnel diode requires a bias voltp.ge (approx. 120 nV).

b) Its regulation range Is limited to a maximum of 10-20 r0Y

oaused by the descending powtion of its charactsxistic
cnurve.

a) The la.ertlon of a negative resistance introduces the possi-

bility of self-excitation o.: the network; in many cases this
In undesirable.

taking the requirements listed above into consideration, the
TD can be used as a negative resistance element up to an upper
frequency limit "VON *hich Is also the case for positive resis-
tances and has the same cause, namelys the reactive Lehaviour
of the conductor material. (2)e theoretical nemiconductor
effect of the TD is independert of frequency up to 1"013 cpo).

The simple use of this cirouit element thus provide tdditionnI

degree of freedom as f•r as t.ie design. of the ele:t .icai net-

erleles oonoerned, since the tositive resista,,cas ;.r conictan-
aea# or the seal purt of impet•inoes and admitteanes ca' be

compensated for 1b the else of "hn", In this reupe-t, twio
applioation goals can be set fir the use of nec.ativo resiotance
(exeluding for the moment the Ace as-
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a self-osoillatis deviee) mad are listed Uelow,

a) Deat~matioa of a load, Unas achieotug &a amplification

eff ect.

b) Application of negative reesitmnoei for obtaining special
lmpedanoe and adaittanoe funotionsi e*peoially those fnwo.

tions having oharsoterilsio curves turnIng in a eounter
olockwise direction (influencing obareoterltie curve.s
trng In a .olookwoe dLreotion n respect to a wide
band eoepensation). Awpli•Aestion offset tilro ,•h the se-
ptive resistance In thWs came, i eonsidered of no value.

A self eeitatIon of thOe crrmt loop would disturb Ute
operating conditions and meat tMu be completely avoided.

3. letwork Stability

Before letworks are aloulated It Is aQrOPlly asummed tat
their eletelrcal behvioua Is mueh tlt nay trawsie=t exel-
tations are of a decaying nature and after a short period of
tine a steady state is sOh.,eved In wdeb the'voltages A
eurrefta are te only Influenced by the innuced signal of
the connected geameiser. Uls aesaptiou Its valid for asob

case of qasive netawrs and thus uuned na be investigated
for seeh Individual case.

Nowever thls asumption does not noesem.y apply, when Ute
network oonmtans stive fourpolee with rtgeerative feedback
and / or AePtive re?.stanoes. !heorete It camot be &a*ured
that the aetbodee of network amulyss, the ooaple calculation
and the eameoteistIc camve rules all IMfI the requ-irm t a

for sueh a system. n moset ases the trmnsfmt osoillations
of eireuits imoerpea-tig aegative Seeistaftenes do not deo•y
with tiae, mrather fth lnmsee, and as a result of he non-
linear 1Latatica effects olethe a standi osolllatoa will
q0pear or a pFe eM o.. lAm^ ' t muasal. pruevents oa,
"eJustme et Us tey tias p*0 oet the aeftive resistance
elamut.
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Therefore It bosom" extremely dosilste to a8r;ooiate a ata-
bility eche in oonuniction with the oeloulatkin of sum

iroututs or to ohock the stability of an eoxiting eirouit
by mesns of measaremeat. In addition it would be quite id-
vantageooz if a oircult which has been proven to be instablo
could be stabillsed by using a suitable arrangement which

dooe not disturb the initially preset and required oaiouit
funotions.

Both of the above mentioned problems will be treated sepers-
*ely in the following textds Prs of all the problem of a
generai stability oriterlua check will be treated in section

C - F. the stability-oriterz'ua which is actually sui~able
for practial oheoks, is expressed at the end fo section 1,
Circuit reomemendationu whicb bave some ohance of being
stable are given in seotion . however In case the practical

appliestloss of them should prove to be istable outside of
the operating frequeaf range due to stray circuit elements
uhioh are too difficult for the'&t4oal consideration, thes
circuits can be restrained froa welf-oscillation by %eaon of
inserting a Ywo-Pole-stabliser (Section 1).

0. Praotial ReauLiements for a •sbtl tailit he

Basically it Is always possible to Investigate the dnamico
behavlour of a circuit via a system of differential equaftons
whe the network structure and siLs of the individual circuit
'oomouents In oompletely known. The transients (general o-
lution of the homogeecli diff, eq.) as well as these currmets
end voltaees whAih are caused by the connected generator
(speoi&l* solutioýn of the inhomogeneous" diff. eq.) by means of
the OWplez calculation can bevsloulated from these diff. eqa.

Tae treznsieat of interest can hardly be calculated in
pVacee for the following two strowg wasons:

"1. rf the network contains more than two reactive components

then the solution for the characteristic equation of the
zth order is difficult and hardly possible in practice
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2. The exaot network structure nor the size of Ue indIvi-

dual oomponents are aoftally unknown even fo• what appears

to be a simple example. kzperienoe has shorn that even
etfay- and couple-reoatauoes in the order of magnitude

leos than I aE and I p? respecively sMy not '4e neglected
if the stability criterium of wide-band negat*ive resistance

oircuits is to be investigated.

In respect to the first above mentioned diffiou Lty, a way

out can be found even for nth-term networks in "ahat one

abandons the search for an explicit solution of the n-solu-

tions of the oharaoteristio equations, and rathar determines

if by emons of a simple relationship of the function theory,

whether the characteristic equation contains at least one

solution (Elgen frequency) with a popitive real part (an

unlimited increasing transient oscillation).

This method (encircling oriterium of P.Streoker [1] [2] )
will be described only in short in the followirl; Ainoe it

has practically no meaning in respect to the nee ond diffulty

mentioned previously. However this method is of some value

for the derivation of the suggested method of d.,rt.rmining

stability as will be shown in the following,

If the two previously mentioned difficulties are compared

with one another then one comes to the oonclunion that a

practical and meaningful stability check defiuiteJy requires

measurement of the network behaviour and network funcions.

the maiasmements must be conducted so completely and wltbh

such a high degree of aooursaoy, that the above mex.'tioned

parasitio elements (I nE, I pF) can be readily pinpointed

In the measurement data.

These requirements are fulfilled by the Xmpedance and ad-

mittance-funotions; In reciprocal circuits these functions

are superior to transforastion functions due to the former's

olarity in respect to their universally acoepted. rdefinition

as well as their reliable practical measurement. Ainoe the
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ideas developed here have Wben developed for the !,ie of
negatiw resistances in linear networks, rsoiproeit- exists
without a 6oubt. If on the other hand one Is cor~cs:.a.ed with

* network in vhiob aotive, non-reoiprooal fourpoles are con-
sidered, then the transformation functions are incorporated

as oheoking functions (for example the Nyauist Oyi-'erium).

The preferred functions mentioned above can be lo 'und as mea-

sured characteristic impedance- or admittance ou-Vee. In

addition such curves of a practical and realizable network

have a desirable advantage in that they can be constructed

with great ease in the complex plane. However along with this

advantage exists the fact that the chawacteristie curve which
was fount, by measuremeat only w%1in a limited fI-'equenoy

range fox, a network which is not completely knovai, can be

-extended for very high and very low frequenolen via graphical
construction since this curve is always dependent upon the

driving function of the circuit element which fi directly

connected to the measurement erminals.

LID. The Roirolina Cr:Aterium of Strecker
The train of thought presented in this section is concerned

with a pure analytical search for the Eigen values of a
oouplioated differential equation or of a system of coupled

differential equationu; however they form the ba.,i.i for the
following relationship between the charaoteristic: curves of
the impedance- ad conductance- functions and the increasing

or decaying transien;s of the network.

It should be noted that a stability test, no matter in which

manner it is aooolpl:Lshed, must pertain to the completely

closed nebwork, and not only to that current loop which on-
oompasses the negatire resistance. For example, if one wishes

to inert a TD into an antenna, -then the network corselets of:
t1he antena with the surrounding region and the -eceiver input

impedanoe. If the latter were to be changed slight'y (for ex-

aople approx. 20%) the condition of matching would hardly be
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altered. However as for as the stability investigation in
coAcerned•, a completely different network now exists and can
for example become unstable resulting from the alteration.

This critical operation bobaviour of ciroults oontatining ne-
gative resistances rests upon the fact that the desirable
efote as for example deatteluation, obtained by inserting a

neative rosistance, forces a circuit design whiob i o already

very *lose to the stability argin,

The transients (current time funotions) of a purposely ohosen

simple example as in PI4.1 will be investigated via a system

of differential equations. The following solution form is

antioipateds

11 - Oollt + op 2 ts + .....

This means that each mesh currents 11, 12 eoto. consists of

a sum of time-dependent current oomponents the number of which

is the same as the nmber of independent energy storage oom-

ponents within the network. As far as the stability consi-

deration is oonoerned only the time dependencies are of interest,
thereftre only the Eigen frequencies or transient characteris-

tcs:1 polo PO2 eto.; the Initial amplitudes: 101 eto, are

not of interest.

L

f14.1
FZaaple f'or a simple ofreuiit lneluding a negativ~e resistor.



If the voltage drops are Purmed for the meeh 3 • in

th) oloýokse direotion the following is obt.; 1;• t

Mash I1I +We~B )4ji -fi 2dt 0

J ~j di 2
Mesh 2 s - Lldt-. t 2dt+4• +1 2Yp -0

After the substit•zions t1 = "10Pot 12 W 12OP 4 has been

made in the yquationo and the latter divi4ed "Th . he

fUnotionepot

mash I I I,( Ra +; ) + 2(
0 P0

Meh.2, Zi ( -I,) + X2(-+ poL-.: RoPoe p0CP

In this manner the system of homogeneous diffr. ,.j. .e trans-

posed to a system of algebralo equations in whic' ý and the

ourrents are unknown. The resu.ting equwtion :.yt -, T . one in

which zero is the value to the right of the e4:e -' a n; since

I and 12 should not be sero, theme equatione ar(e r.- satis-

fled when the determinent of the ooefficientmati'$,:. .sappears,
then:

""oe 0PO(

- I + t 0  L +o+ IF

a m92YO PO(L-RaRpC) -(Rp-R)c C(2)
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The relat•londp (2), Is the determine equation t+r the a-Rden
frequenolest pel' p02. pe eto. and will be 0a874d the
characteristic eouatioa. 1 repeot to the above e*s ple a
seoond order polynomial is obtained and only two colutiongs
Bigen frequencies p.o and Po2 exist for which the polynomial
can have the value sero, and pertain then only to -two energy
storage devises In the network.

The method of transposing the system of Ooupled diff. equmtions
to a system of algebralo equations Inutead of setting uap
the oharaoteristio equ•a in tUe umal smane. has been done
Intentionally here in order to be able to mks u&3e of the
mntrix order soheme. In this manner multi-termed nieiworke can
be Investigated In a digestible msnuaer, for eoump4e by using
the uany transformation rules for equivalent umar 1.es thus
onosiderably simplyfying the clesulation proosedure for the
detoerminent. In addition some general pure algebraio stabi-
lity test methods exist, which rest upon the coeffioent us-
trix set up in (1) (for example the determinent or!iterium of
*wts [3j). Also it *i common practice to obtasi bhe dertiv-
tion of impedance and con•luotance funations from iftoh mash
equations or matrixes, and In this manner the relatiowahip
between the obarsotetrlilo equatioa and the network function.

(impedanoe, oonduotanoe, transformtion values) mn be written.

For an nth-tern network a polynomial of the nth-order In ob-
taimed as the characteristio equations

%P0 a *.1 • el .£ ÷"'""'"'" Ce a % - 0 (3)

and it is now not possible to eplculate explicit2.y the n-solu-
tion. which are the n-E•gen fre~qensy values.

This difficilAty •a be bypassed i the following meur:

Actually it is not required that the numerioca value of esah
Rigen frequeney,
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be known, sinee we are only interested in e, it the
not ork Is stable or not and It omeoO to be uniportant to
know exoatly In what respect the correspeodtng network is un-

stable. this means that it is not required to know the exact
time function with wMih a transient decays or tuereases in
amplitude. Ihewetoeo it is mAffioiebt to know, if way one of
the n-solution sp, n of the oharacteristio equation pogeo a

positive real part 0 S 0. It this condition does exist,
then the ourrent ponents ,,,e1b. Moors, all li-
mits with InoAsing tisee however the other irnet, ocmpoueats*
which have a neptive rzeal part in te expmemt tewesree to-
mi~do .oro with Increasing tine "t.

Acoordiugly, the Initial current amplitudes "I P are also un-
important ad need not be determined hero! they oould have an
arbitrary sm value for eamaples they could o e soorbe the
noiso amplitude of the circuit component itself. IThe mpo-
nential Increase at a funoIon of time In reallty letezwLnis
the dynanmi behaviour of the circuit. It san occur that the
initial transients my develop into a s•oady state osoillation

(oscillator) resulting from the mon-linear bebaviour of the
circuit ocuponent, usually of the negative resistance itself.

In order to answer the decisive question above *Does the
oharoterstlo equation ve at leasl bone solution with a po-
sitive weal part?" The following treatment is mades The

mnestude "pow of the pollnomial (3) is substituted by a ge-
neal oouple: umboer Op and thO followig 'chaanaote1istio fnuo-

tion io obltained:

an+ a. * X.1 ,* a % " (4)

This polynomial to now considered as the transformation funo-
tion tor transformin from the couplex p-p2aae to the oeuple:
1-Npeas. Aotualy only the imnlary axis of the p-plane is
to. be VMaaSfemod, th

%(Ju) 3.+ as.,)OW)" + .a...... afO + % - (•)



and a definite WTre Is obtained in the P-plane (e Pig. 3 ).

Thf, s 0ically %mn polynostal In (5) cank be 8ecoriq -)ed to the
followi.41 feOtores

; "Poi)( ujo2 ) "" ....... (•-po) - (p - 0) (6)

Tao). of fte linear faetors e p )oorresponds to a vector in

ths p-plane which is to be ooneidered as existiug between the

Bigen value p., to the movable point J on the iim&n•ry axis
(see fig.2). If the network is stable, which means that all

iLiren frequencies lie on the left side of the p-plane, then

easo^ '•eoto1otates about th angle, + I as w takes on all
the values between - W and +.o in this order. The rotation

eangle am of all the n linear factors on the left side of
equation (6) met howeve be equal to the rotatlor-al angle of

the (P1O)-veor on the rigfht side of the equation.

Oros Ia the p - plano. nhe plotted OuWve of the
siding? -* uaktiona•

Hov- Yer Us actual position of the Ugen values are not knows

in tbhe -plane but the •trnsformation of the inaginary axis
of WMe p-plane into the ouve P( u) ) Is available by equation

(5W. However sle sIthe order of the polynamial is specified by
(, and thereby 2alo the nm=ber of the possible Eigea frequencies,

or linear faotoro of the separation as in (6) It ar, now be
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seids A vaootr (1-0) which exists between the 3r•g'.n of the
P-plane to the points on the a une P(Lo ), will rottte about
the origin with the angle j - +n.IY if the oirouit is stable,
which means that all the Elgen frequenoies have ncgutive real
parts (see fig.2 + 3 for n-2). However if instabil.ty exists,
which means that -- t -let oaes - Einan-yUS- -vlas-is looau in the
right side of the p-plane, then one of the n pcssible veotors
does not exist in the left side of the p-plane; thuu its
oorresponding rotation factor +ir is missing an6 the rotation
factor -W of the corresponding vector causes its appearance
in the right sid•.e of the p-plane (see fig.4).

hus a single Eigen frequenoy having a positive real part pre-
vente the maximm possible rotation angle of the (F-O)-veootr
0 ax = i.4A by the factor 2.

Therefore the results yield,

the circuit Is stable for A - niT (7)
the ezr•ult Is unstable for 6 -C n.

Yig.4 Fig. 5
8e0oS In the p-Plane The plotted curve of

aiding P - Funktion.

In conclusion it shored once again be noted that these stability
checking prooedures my only then be applied when the network
stmwsure Is known. The characteristic curves which are depicted
In fig. 3 + 5 describe an aiding functions 1 ( 0 ), which has
'no meaning other than being an helping function and also can
not be determined by oircuit measurement.
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E. 'be FelationIMP beween the Ohs oteristlo .aati:on
and the im~edanoe or Conductance Functions of a _etwork

In the iolIowin it will be shown that the oharsc.bez'istio

equation (1) is contained in each impedance and ovndnotanoe
fw'otion. Ll addition the limitations in unsing tle oharao-

. .t.eritic oirves of such functions in respect to the stability
check, which was developed in the preceding seotiona, will be
shown.

First of all a simple nme'etwork as in lig.6 will loe investigated
ir ordiLr to) determine the relationship between the Eigen fre-

quiuoieoe 0: v network and the respective impedance or condue-
Unce functions. The network of fig.6 oontain,. a lousles.

paV.'sllel resonance circuit. If in the following relationehip:

+uYb ) Y--  I j

FI '
•. - u -- - -)u - -

Exaaple for a eircuit having serom only

a 1'±•te VC r ttgl exists at the network terminals eyve for an
irfi22.teiy muall current "i" (open okt. terminalrSI then Yb 0 O.
For tLe abcve example this condition oan easily *e v'sualizeds
For tk&i "ilen frequency (0A a voltage can exist at t;he terminals
of c lo-,ileis tank circuit without requiring that e current be
indi.oid into the network from without. This meara tha,. the Eigen

fre4r.euoýses of the network are obtained from the reqcirement:

Yb %a 0. Oor the above example the following is vatlidr

SpL

and from Yb w 0 or p'Lc + 1 0 the following is obtaineds

") toe-sbs,,ript "b" means that the oorrespondingj conduotanoe
pertains to a braoh of the network.
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(for a losslees tank circuit t 66 0)

-Eah impedance, conduoctnoae ad transforuation funotion consists

of ratio of two polynomials when considered snalytically:

Y 2a + s-lIa1+0600&1
Yb ? + 1 ,5.,Pm_ + ...... ÷~ be (9)

Therefore, if the 2-ean frequencies ann be calculated from the
"requirementt Yb w 0, then the minerator polynomial in (9) must
be identical to the obaraoteristio equation (3 ).of the croulq

an compared to the previous section where they were obtained

from a system of differential equations. (For an impedance

function b"' the polynouial of Interest is found in the do-
noumintor.) In-ths respect it is unimportant "e to which termuins

the oonduotance function ( 9) pertains since the numerator in
Identical for all Yb found in the network. Therefore when the

Impedance or conductance funetion. oan be presented in algebraic

form as In equation (9), the charaeteristic equation oan'be

recognised allowing for the use of the encircling oriteriuw Of(M).

Setting ap the analytical conductance function is somewhat

simplified by means of a ocatiamod fraotion corresponding to an
arbitazry network branch as compared to setting up the system
of ooup2 d differential equations and calculating the deter-

ainent of the ooefficlent ntrix.

sefore the snoUirolU earlterim can be applied in a merely
tIaphi•al =ner to dasaoterietio curves, (actually this goal is

the only one of practical Interest) the meaning of the denomina-

tor polynimial of equation (9) should bj iovens

If a finite ourrent Is measured at the terinnls of fig.7* ven

though the voltage -i Infinitely wsll in amplitude (input

terizsnale of fi.7 abhort cirouited) then in the relationshipt

I a u.ib of the conductanee Yb must have the value oD , or the

denominator polynomial of equation (9) snt become zero. The



Ei&zn triu,'inieus are obtained

from thi" rilat.Lonship, of the
aet',)rx vihiuh 1j altered in -i .
suca namrer* The denominator Yb
polynomial of a conductance
function Yb (or the numerator

polynomial of a impedanoe Pie.?

function Zb, is the oharaote- EXaMpIe for a ,iaoult

ristic equai;ion for the net- having Palen

work wh±c(h -.s short cirouited

at ito verm:mala (for Yb or zb),

In ,rder to make use of the previously mentioned etability oheok,

the e.egree cf the numerator polynomial must be knowv,; this

knowledge o'nnot be obtained from the shape of the obaraoteris-

tic curve. However it is known that for all the iupec.anoe, con-

duotaneo and transformation functions, the numeratiL' and de-

noamiator po'lynomial differ at the most by one daras, , which

esans that they differ from one another by at most 3ne Elgen

frequency or one vector in the p-plane (see fig.2 4-). This

r'elationship is independent of the number of the reactanoe

components which the network contains, thus independnt of the

nagnitude of *a" and "n" in equation (9).

Pgrewously it has been mentioned that the complete rotation

;aMWe of the function (3) or (4) is n .M when t~ie -eriable W

passes tbror~h the values from - (X to + 00 and Vie a• twork in

sta•le, which means. that all the Eigen Values li3 in left side

of the p-plane. However due to the fact that 4 -

ahe rotatior. portion of the denominator polynomial has the

Mopoelke si,?n an compared to the numerator polynomiAl and since

the two polynomials can only differ in their degree by the value

4f one, the complete rotation of a (Ys-O)-veoctor oaa only have

Oko Collowixcg values:. )d JO -4', 0, or +0 V i
ft4.(8) shown these three possible casses they diffor from one

anozher in that either the dregree of the numerator or denomi-

asto? ,olynomial is larger or both have the same mna,.itude.

The <,ircult differs in that the network structure directly behind
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the terminals differs and the corresponding charactei'istic

curves differ in their end poI31ts for the frequer:y W.

A$ this point a limitation must be made: the taaile of f~ig,&

which is a conductance function having a higher degree in the

denominator polynomial, is to be excluded in the following

considerstion.s. This particular starts with a serles component

wherevas the oonduotance. Yb)which are to be considered here,

are always to be measured parallel to branch. This limitation
I* not serious since the characteristic Yb-ourves, k-hioh serve

for determining circuit stability, may correspond to any arbi-

trafily ohosen terminal pair up to this point. Alec foz- net-
works in which the structure is not completely known, a terminal

can certainly be found at which a branch, n=Aely ,- rMi u

parallel component as for .example a parallel capac'i!i;no"ý, eT.iots.

4b I* b '"'-'

0

M M

a
b'b~~~f; (Jt(,Jw+o

Fig*$ s Poles and seroe of a network with the oorreepording

adaittaso ourves.
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Therefore it sin be sald that. the (YS-O)-veotot which is to be
oonsioezed as ezltIg booweem the origin and a m•vable point, on
the Yb-OUrvep m only rotate by the angle J = t r o:- A - 0
if the net~work (see fig.8) Is stable, as the '%eee-.t point passes
along the oharaote•zitio ourve for all frequenoces t o -CO to

(0) - +00 in this order,

Now is to bo &sosmed that the network is unstable; thus the
numerator of the YX-funotion possesses at least one zero in the
right olde of the p-plane whereas the denominator haa only Eigen
values (for the present oonsideration) in the left side of the
p-plane as depioted by fig.9a + 9b. Since the vector in the

right lid* of the p-plane gives a negative rotation component,
the rotation angle sm of the passive oonduotanco fntotion given
above, oannot be maintained. The angle j6 of fi.g.9 attains the
vtes.. % - -1Y or A - - 21r even for a single 1..€reaving Elgen
frequency these values oannot exist for any branolh-cconduotanoe

Tbof a stable network (fig.8).

Y a2( V J w~,4 j~ ).a $ '

I j \ c.'P6

b2 j,,+.l(,' " O+b(,l÷o C -"L•-!

b.(J'~~1 w. 0 'I •,.'+
0. -Z.%f

VIf.S # Polse and seros of a netvork vith the oorreaponding
admittanoe ocurve.



for the preset requirement for fig. 9 namely that "thK circuit

itr stable for the condition of shoot circuit at the terminals

of Y,, the stability criterlum can be stated in the following

mAnnZ-ZA: Th, network is stable, if the rotation nng•i of the

vector which is pictured as evristiag between the orijin and an

arbitpary r lint on the characteristic curve of an arbitrary branch

londulten€o Yb is not negative.

At this point it seems that an objh ction can bw mine; namely:
What sigificance does the stability oriterium .mv -vhen it
also req'ires the experimental determination of a sp3aifio sta-
bility (pith short cirouited terminals)? It should be reminded
here, thb t tWe purpose of the stability check is nct only one of
delermining whether the partiaular network in que•;ton is stabM
Is, (this could also be determined via experiment) rather the
principal pi;.-poee of this method seems to be the determination
of definite arr'angements which allow for stabilizing the network.

Sinop the 06je of the measurement terminals is completely free
for tae abt re mentioned criterium, and no requirements of the
netwurk (fV example concerning tha number of the negative
resistanocs contained therein have not been seta) I.vA seems
theor,,tic .lly possible, that a terminal pair existe at which
first: a short circuit does not cause instability, and second!
the measurement equipment does not effect this condition(as
ouuld be caused by the imput Impedance of the meaeurement equip-

Smert) since the measurement at an osoillating network cannot
yield data which can be evaluated, later, this general but in-
sufficient f'ormulation of a stability oriterium will once again
be referred to but dropped for the present, since the required
lJimi'atiors mentioned previously in this respect cannot be guaran-
teed when an absolutely reliable stability test Is to be accom-
plished for a complicated oiriait,

Siucu experience has shown, that an unstable network remains
unstable for most oases even when a network ta-•nch Is short
circuited (actually very few branches of the network are readily
available for measurement) an impedance or conduotarce fvnotion
cannot enable a clear stability examination when th.eme general
requirements are considered.



Phe reason for the abQve statement san be obtained from the

follewing train of thoughts If the denominator of example in

fig.9 bad also bad @eiMen value in the right side of the p-plane

(un, table under the conditions of short oiroulted terminal pair)

then the negative rotation oiMonent of the nume-mtor polynomial

would have been compensated by the oorresponding component of

the denominator polynomial, and the rotation angle check of the

Yb-Iunotion would have given the same result as the case for a
stable oircliit (fig.5).

Therefore it is quite clear that the previously developed rota-

tion-angle-cheok is insuffieoieat for such oases. Certainly the

investigation via measurement of such network is also fruitless

since, an has already previously been mentioned, the mnaeurement

of an oscillating network is of no value. However if the charao-

teristic curve of such a circuit had been oonetracted in the

resistance or conductance Vlane, then the instability could have

been predicted by means of analieng the behaviour of such unusual

chsracterlstic curves. Por example: if the claracteristio com-

pletely remains in the right side of plane an& contains only

counter clockwise turning curvatures. Also the correlation of

specifio regions in respect to their boundary curves a e obtained

from conformal mapping principles can suocessfully lead to do-
termination of an instability in tha* one determines whether the

orlit.. Of the Yb-Plane can be mapped into the regioL, of the

p-plane having 6>0. Additional oatterions of this nature is

being intentionally omitted here since a desirable seyetem in

thie resrest could not be obtained so of fet and the majority

of such ttiterions only lead to an instability etaltement; howevsr

rio flfizte -conclusion Is reached as to the stability.

F. Potaililities for a Clear Stabilitl Determination

Pro.a the oasidenations developed in the preceding section and

sepe.4ally :.rom the determination of the influence of the do-

nosnator polynomial, the following two restrIcted assumptions

whic'. Sl'ow for a clear and meaningful stability cabeck via measured



ur ccustructed trnpedance ,.r ai:J .tance curie:•, appear to be
iiece6sarp•

Lk.n c;Lrcl.t contains only o0a negative resistance.

' The meastred or geometrically constructed -baracteristio

curves, which are used for the etab-i ity cieck, refer to

those circuit terminals, '.etween which the tiigative resistan-

of) has been inserted, (therefore no longer ir, an arbitrary

network branch)

In this maruer it is guarantei tnat the erenomiria~or polynomial

of tLes teet--funation Yb can never have Figen values in the

right bide of the p-plane, since the network which is short

circuited at thoae terminals is definitely passive.

T1;e only existing negative reGt•1>mnce would have effect due

to the short circuit, and thc- .taeements maae fc.r fig.8 for a
stable circuit in respect to tte rotation angLe of the (Y b'O)

vector or the given values pertaining to an uiaeable circuit for

fig.9 are valid, The associated requirement, that ti:e test

function must pertain to a branch of the network (i n contrast

to a terminal pair which would exist due to a Jt'nction separation
ie without doubt fulfilled bý the above requirement No.2 and

retained herein.

One can aumnarize in the following manner:

Onc oorLaders that a vector exists between the o.rigir to the

locus of tihe Yb(C ) function (either measured values Gr geome-

trijal conestruction for the only network termirals, which contain

the nagative resistance,) then the circuit is then stable, when

this vector does undergo a oiockwiee rotation; this the rotation

ang.e f either has the value 0 or +IT

(For the sake of clarity, these investigations were carr.ied
tlh'ough only for branoh-conduotarnoe values. The sane test crite-

riums are also valid for a branch bisection impedance (impedance

between tke two resulting lermiialt obtained by opening a net-,

'.orY branc}h: thus the branch containirg the fle.aTi..ve reelstance
must 1 onried and the impeAdnace at the two resUiiti new termira. -,

must be meeujured, Duze to the desire of obtainirn; practioal and
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and convenient measurement techniques, this test func tion is
somewhat unsiutable.. When branoh-impedances Zb are used

then the siLa of the given angle value changes b

Before the practical signifaoanoe of the limiting, assumptions

is to be discussed, the above mentioned stability oriterium
should be ir.nsformed to a suitable form, Since the charaoterietic
ourver which are to be evaluated, exist in an unusally large
frequency range, they can continuously lie further away *rom the

point of matching (operating frequency) by spiraling about this
matohing point with varying radius. Therefore the presentation
of curves iia the Smith diagram should be set in preference to
the previuos presentations in the cartesian coordinate system.
Howmer a portion of the Impedance and conductance characteristic
curves for a circuit containing a negative resietance, pass
through the negative portion of the plane; the abovs inferred
advantage (in the unity circle) of using the Smith C-brt also
has the large dievantage that the negative plane li ceut•aide
of the unity circle in the negative plane for the e re transeor-
stion (Ytr = y o'I and extends to infinity.

This diffoulty can be bypassed by transforming the te.t-fuuc-
tion Yb and the test point (origin). If one considers the fact
that the conductance at the terminals of the negative resistance
always has the forms Yb * Y --- , then the following variation
of the -bout vector is possible:

(Yb- o) .(T j-- (

/ . \

//

I I f.

i'lg.lo Transformation of the curve Y (W) into the ourve Y(w)
for the sake of a suitable stability toato



This neaAa that a new conductance .unotion Y exists, whioh re-
places the pre.fiouely used test function Yb, or the vector which
was d•aw1 bPetween the origini and the locus oi Yb( ) ), is replaced
by th.a new test vect6r, now considered to lie betweae the poJt

to the locus~ of Y(. co rg.~)

The new teEnt function "Y" i- that coi.duotance, which remains
at the rerp,.ctive terninazl, when 1;1,! aeative reoietance is
removed. T)herefore a pure passive oeznduotance function remains
and the oor--esponding characterist:c curve can never exist in the
'negative hEIf plane.

Therefore not only is .the practic•a -use of the Smith Chart
aesured, bL.t additiul -a t.tc.i edvantages are otatizhed:

The self excitation of a .circutt is Dow no 1o0Lrr cif a disturbing
nature Whez. experimental irvestigatjons *in the form of measv.re-
merits are -adertaken, since the circuit can only Ohen become
unstable when the ne,•tive rejietarce is connected. if the

*network cortains oth,_- nugý-vt rebiri,ýance6, trica -0e uAbve
oriterium can be applied, (if even the first of te preset re-
q uirvmente is iiolated) if the :reeured characteria tic curve
of the test function verifl,. W- e crondition, that the retwork
is passive.

(hara-teriei,ý curves of paeeive circuits correspond in one

respect to th9 matching consi. erations of known geometric cur-
vatur~s, (vhu3 an actual meae•ireiýent is auperfluous in many
oases).a4.d correspond in the cther respect to the firm limi-
tations of their curvature concerning the rotation sense of a
reotor which is pictured as extending to such characteristic

-ow in consideration of the previously mentioned condition
that a stable network is rernarked by the fact, that the vector,

vhiah is eo.sidered ae beingý drawi- from the point w to the
;oi1tiv on tj:e cuzve Y(w ), vay not posses a olockwv;se rotation
Onerea, sad )n the other hani. R,"inter r4J has proven, that

such a vect)r my not posoes 8 V1kw7Ae rotation sense if the



network its passive, it can readily be concluded thu"; Ve point

yrmy not be ervcompaesed by the test curve if the circuit is to

bistable.

Now the impedance function can once again be introdioed as the
Nquiva.lenj test function: if the point in the conductance

plane is not encompassed by tre characterfstic curve "y( 0 )",

then the poilt Rn is also not encompassed by th" characteristic
uurve &( CA ) in the impedance plane, eInce in the case of re-
tiprocal trsiasformation the correlation of points and regions

.euains the same. ?ig.11 shows the curves in the impadence and
Ldmittance planes for some expmples of stable and wietable
*.irouits.

Now the stability oriterium can stated in its final form:

"X :is negative resistance -Rn is ';o be inserted in-

to a passive network and stability is to be guaran-
tae1., then the characteristic curve for the Immit-

tance at the foreseen terminals for tuanel diode
insertion must not encompasis the point r- in the
ornuectanoe plane or the point R. in the imp tance

plane."

"instabel" / "stabel"

4W .. lJ'instabel" 'stabel"

Fig.ll dtability test by impedanoe and admittans curves. The right
axamples are etabel, the left ones are instabel.
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(l yeAsMMOR 9of Ahs HLm nitat AMSwiMUMon

It should bc. reminded that the reliability and clarity of the
j,"viously mentioned simple stability oriterium -of the meamwaed
cr geoomOt-clly oonstruoted oharacteristic ourveswe'sno coom-
j1ie1hed prirarily by saking 'the -two following importanPLi. III

Thrn oi:'o it oontains only one. negative resistance, (1--*ever
more neg.ree.may be eomtained in the cirouit,, if these addi-
ttinsl ories are direotly paralleled by a larger positive,
Lvondueoatta this, ctondition hardly seems to be of technical
Interest)

2. [The meaeurued'or geometricially construcated oharacteristlo
carves whioh are used for the stability consitlertion, meut
apply t* those terminals of the network, between which the
zeg.res. is to be inserted.

* En acoordsvoe with the praotical application desired. -either
its a tmt, pale. amplifier or an the case max be, for obtaining

* iapeolal ia*sdance functions, thiese requirements masy becomie
liffioult a,4d sonetime.e impossible to fulf ill. In 'the following
di0-es. izP,eatiptio~s will be oonduoted for the aaiplication be-
:iavlour of the nig.i'es~e'uince, this in a completely lisoribebal
1AP13lio1tion goal.

E4 respect to a.two pole amplifier the first previously men-
lioraed reqti~rement does not present a limitation' siuce an arbi-

~r uhith ampl~iotion may be achieved In one stage. Since the
vrea*4t state of ths art of four pole amplifiers for frequen-
31e5 be.Lt w the isiormwve razrge are at' least equivalent. In per-
fozr-Trnac .:& lees critical as fey as stability Is ouornowed, in
reapeot %-* tunnel diode application a low-noise pre-empilifier
foe alorewares Is, to 1ý9 oonsidered here. A corresponding two
polo preos4lifler man without doubt be used to aohieve a stable

* eopftatin asplloif.tir of 2o d3. In addition It should be no-
1 - is thetU noiese figure of the direotly coomeoted oonvoutial

aicroweve reseiver (omneaoted directly behind'the T.D.preamp)
beoobo*.eu egligible ate oompared to the noise figure of the l.D..
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tWhe te 9IOf 0A3e than One 1.D. is not necessary in thin ease.

If in addition the sotin Dandwvdth Product* Is to be Increased
via eerise connection of several stages(having displaced tank
circuit ftequies) then thens stages must deftnitely be one-way
buffeted from each adjoining stage by using a non-reciprooal

four pole (uniline, Gyrator), If tle weze not done, the erd re-
sult woold be a multiple parallel connection of tank circuits
and T.D.s which behaves in the same manner as a sini:le tank
citcuit. The non-reoiprecal four poles breaks the oircuit down
into several onmponent neotozks without reverse nped~nuee t*-.
k.iour, eaoh component network, which thus only eontains one
Y.i., fulfills the above mentioned requirements, and can there-
fwe be oleaxly investigated.

1he des#re fot Inserting several T.D.s into a circuit is then
always desirable, when available power of a single element
(approx. 10 10W for Goe-T)) resulting from the minute voltage
regulation region, Is insufficient. (Fer an oscillator appli-
cation this is obvious. It should be shortly mentioned here,
that also for this applioation, vhioh refers to an intentially
unstable network# a stability is definitely worthwhile, since
am undesirable sharp shift or change of frequency must be
aVoided.)

The direct parallel connection of several TD.s, which fulfill
tUe cbove limitations, however is without practical signifi-
cance, since T.D.s having an arbitrary low resistance can be
prod, u'd. However the possibility of obtaining stability becomes
continulusly awre critical as the resistance of the !D Is de-
creased. In this sense a series connection of low-resistanee
!.D.e 4peare to be suitable; It seems, that a negative re-
sletanoe is then obtained, which has a factor n (n - number

of T -. e) larger voltage reeplation ran.e. However this arrangie-
men• of veal negative resistances is not possible in principle

wi;h D•.o, since .a relatively complicated network exists all-
zeody when tunnel diodes are connected in aeries due to the
lnu;ernal reactive components of the T.D. and a single negative



Sresietwne can never be obtained In this nanner. Such series
aerouo•i are basically uneteble (even when the actual networe
consists of a simple component for ezample: largest possible-
ohmic conductance) it one expects that a suitable bias voltage
distributiorn exists among the iudividual elements. In the case
of individual bias voltage suppliea, a series conneotion is
basically possible and oan be tested in principle by the above
mentioned oziteriun.

In oonclusion it can be noted that the T.D. practically does
not fall under any limitations for a single active element when
considered for the appvieatlon as a low-noise small signal as-
pltfier for microwaves (this is the most important field of
application for the T.D.).

An objection to the second requirement (which pertains to che-
cking the cbaraoteristic curve at the terminals of the negative
rosiutanoe) can readily be made since these terminals are not
accessible eline they are located approximately 10 to 100
apart from oneanother within the semi-oonduotor crystal. Whereas
the reactive components of the T.D. may be negleoted for circuit
considerations below 100 No, these internal reacive components
such as the parasitic socket and lead reactance =y not be
neglected for the stability consideration, These paxasitic ele-
nenae as dipioted in Fig, 12 have been reduced to extremely small
values via technology; however the measurement of the sante can
be accomplished with sufficient accuracy by, using the methods (5j
which was especially developed for this purpose.

The:. efore the characteristic curve Yo(w), measured at the lo-
cation of planned T.D. insertion, can be transformed to the
siitable test eurve Y(4) by means of a four pole transformation,
see Fig. 13.

ntork

at TrQ1sfOMticS ef the SO&Aeuved
adlItteage of s e a% tual neteekInto the Suitable test rftaktes Y.
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Fig..

-Suoh a trinsfokemtIon hei been aoeUplisW In Pig, 14; the

Por practlal applications this aewthcd has the following d-s-
advantaees. It has already been explained that t)Up pwuposoe e
the stability test in not only that o* determining whether the
charaolem1stio ourve Is suitable, but rathe" this test should

also enablq the detezmination .of suitable atraeents whSioh
aid In ob*a1la" a suitable ohmp In the owie. hae "eactive
coaponents of te "equ~valent ?.Do. atIot of 1*. 12 em 1t
cannot be completely hrotly Chosont Saee a" can only be

ohbleved by setting out the f.Doe aoint4:Uly to the desizet

puaweors. Sowever the ebszateeissle eurve of very few eai-
cult. ,Mmns•tor d 1w the equivalont :eaetlve elreult of the V'.

-" r
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in esib a way, # to yield a siltable ohaa4se of the oharacteris-
tic curve. The chanse must be accomplished in the passive net-
work itself. However due to the tour pole transformation circuit
ezisting between the negative resistance and the passive network,

it IS not directly pussible to determine the desirable Ye-ourve
in respect to a stability consideration by observing, the Y-ourvet

Therefore there remains the desire to be able to cake a etabti-
I"-ty consideration directly at the terminpls of the actual err-

ouet, V seanes of a suitable change of the test oriteriam this
desire oai be taken into account.

Until now the stability check rested upon determination and the
evaluation of the relationship between the characteristic curve
and the test point. It it is desired to transfer the cheoking,
relationship from the real test point • or Rn to the frequency

dependent input impedance Z-(w ) of the 2.D., then the neow or-
responding t**t method consistes of: thoroughly investijgating the
relationship between the input impedance Se of the circuit and
the characteristic impedance curve of tUs TD in order to dteruze,

whether satual sose shaMpes ead nterseotioa points exist.

In this respect a characteristic iupedance curve (uill called a
boundary curve in the following) exists via imaging the impedance
(or conductance) curve of the T.D. in PIc. 15. This boundary
curve is the locus of all inpedunoes which transform into the

point Rn for the respective fre*quenoy parameter. The impedance
curves Ze(id) of the lrouit to be tested, =ky not intferseot
the boundtry in this baekward-diagram for the snae freqnenoy
parameter," but may posses an arbitrary shape as a function of
frequency below the boundary curve. Now in respect to the eri-
tersan oerrressed at the end of the preceding section, a circuit
is not on*y then unstable when the test ourve intersects the
test point (th*s would be the specific boundary case between
stability and instability)but more generally expresseds the

cirouit i. unstable when the test curve enoompasues the test
point. A necessary for an enooMsmant (encircling) is that
the oharaoteristic gurve intersects the real axis. In the back-

I
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waxd-diagram the last requirement expressed is that the charac-
,exeistio curve to be tested may not intersect any para.Leter

,lurve (brok,-n curves in Fig. 16) at a mutual frequency parameter.
:hies is required since all points on each curve is transformed
Into the real axis at the respective frequency via the trans-

Aormation four pole (see Fig. 13).

20V //

Iapedance curve of a TiD
Fig.16

Backvard-diagraum of a TD.

'.Ihus the stability criterion in the backward diagram is the
2ollowinrg:

The circuit is stable when:
;. the oharpcteristic curve to be teuted Ze(W ) (or Ye(W))

must remt.in completely belovw the boundary curve or

2. the charizcteristic curve to be tested ay intersect or bound
the boundaxy curve, but only under the condition, that no

oommon point exists for the same frequency.

2ig. 17 a shows an example; at a mutual frequency of 1.8 Go
am Intersecting point exists and the circuit is unstable. In
A.go 17b the oharacteristic curve has been changed in such a

tianner, thate no frequency value common to the characteristlc

ou•ve and family of parametric curves exists outside of the
Loundary ou-ve.
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3 1

circuit is Instabel circuit is stabei

Fig.17
Stability check in the baokward-diagramm.

F. Stabilization of Tunnel Diode Circuits.

Since an unstable circuit does not perform the oriiginally design
functicn (in this case the T.D. appears to have considerably

ligher negative resistance) the xecognition of the stability

considerations riust be accepted As fundamental designing prin-

ciplus of a network with negative resistances.

Prom the fao, that the characteristic curves for the frequency
af 0 alwa•y; begins at the real axis, and must elso end on the

rial gxio foL the frequency W= o and in addition, since the
2arvep oonsilered here can only follow a clockvise curvature,

aid 'inally from the knowledge of the reactance (barrier ca-

pici-vance) directly adjacent to the negative revi•3tance, an

alvan;aeeoas insight as to which circuits axe stanle in prin-

aLpa. ,PC whioh are principally ungtable is achieved.

( n ;he fci_-wIng the use of the baclvvard diagxram will be

atolded, sir.3e it is suitable for concrete investigations, but
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..s less satatle for discussing principal phemomena. The cha-

:acte'iatLc curves will once again be discussed in respect to

-he test pc:.nt Rd

Pirnt the at called "DC-current stability" will be observed,
for example: this arises from the known requirement that the
f.nput impsecnce of the bias supply (Z for w = 0) must be smaller

*:han the magnitut~e of the negnative resistance; Pig. 18 shows
the ohav:-ottristic curve. Two of its characteriatins are com-

pletely PtffiCient for the stability consideration. it begins

t >- R> for W = 0 and ends at the point Z = 0 due to the

larrier oapLaity. These two end points of the, (In all cases)
closed char.cteristio curves, lead without deviation towards

in enciroclrlg of the poiht 1In, independent of any additional
circuit caracteristics, whiah means, independent of how many
End how large the charac'..ter.stic curve loops may be for the
finite frjquencies. The circuits is unstable for RiŽ Rn.

V/ / Fig.181
Iipedance curve of a oircuit
.. .example bei unstable inp•rinciple,

Jo an s ddit:.nal example of a basically unstable ciicuit, the
vide band mttohing principal via loop forma-'ion about the nat-
c]ing point of the impedance curve as used in high frequency
¢dreuits will be given: If a ne-o:k (for instance or antenna)
In to ;e matched to the real imput ILpedance of tie 1.enerator
cvexQ large frequency range, then the characliteristic curve of
the imrput lipedance must remain in the Immediate vic.:.ity of
•tc•.I4 .' IZfIRI~) fox each frequency in the desixeO band,

In p:x..ti,,e this is accomplished vib matching and corpqensation
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oirouits and gives the characteristic ourve of Pig. 19 a charac-

teristic looping behaviour.

In the same manner the desired effeot of the negative resistance
in a passive network (deattenuation, amplification etc) is
always expressed through the magnitude of the numlerical rela-
tionship between the negative resistance and the nagnitude of
the xespective parallel impedance insertion, thus through

IZ! - Rn"

If this e;fect is to remain wide band in nature, then analogous
to the abov•e mentioned matching phenomena, the value IZ! or the
characteristic curve for Z(co) must remain in the ilumediate
vicinity of Rn throughout the largest possible frecuency range.

(The expression "matching" is not exact as used here. In one
respect the ideal situation does not dt all exist vhen Z = lnt
and on the other, a ne~native resistance can nevei 1e matched
to a positive resistance as far power transmission is concerned.)

The stability theory forbids the loopping principal as depicted
in Pig. 19, since the forced clockwise curving loops would
encirc.l.e the test point. The characteristic curve in Pig. 20
does not contradict the stability requirement.

These pure qualitative observations already allow for rt1cotni-
sing the ciroumstance, that the desirable effect, realized by
the negative resistance, can only be achieved in a nairow band
iegion. It. can also be concluded, that a conplicated circuit,
whioh tends to develop several loops, has little chance of
Civing a stable network when combined with a ne;:tive -rcuitancs.

Experienca, resulting from practical investigntions of T.D.
oiroults, has shown, that also those circuits which should be
stable when analyzed according the stability checking procedures
mentioned, actually were at first not stable vhen the coires-
ponding circuit nas built in practice. Charaoterictic curve mea-
suremett oi determination of the frequency of oscillation have
shown, tiat this instability existed considerably outside the
operating frequency and did not seem to be related to the regular
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Ag. 19
Impodone ouwve of a oieiait IXpe*daoe eurve of the

VI&ple *e*ag Vstable In stable ciroult.
pilaoiple.

behaviour of the inserted circuit oomponents not could it be r.-
soved by ohanging these oomponents.o T1is situation In also en-
oountered in the simplest circuits; it is due to the reactance
behaviour of the parasitic elements which are at first unknown
for a partioular circuit design and therefore could not be oon-

eidered for the stability test.

If the universal application of the T.D. oonsiders the unusual
wide band behaviour of the negative resistance an a general ad-
vantage, then the disadvantage, that this wide band behaviour

forces a stability oheok for those frequency regions in which
the circuit is unknown and uninteresting# Is quite evident. In

practice It is hardly probable that a circuit, which has readily
been adjusted for the operating frequency range by varying all
Incorporated components, suffioes the require-
ments in respect to the Impedance curve also for the unlimited

region outside of this range.

oevei It is possible to Influence the characteristic curve

via a freely chosen supplementary circuit, in such a cannerl that

the stability of the network alone is valid within the operating
ýsrequinoy xange, whereas outside the operating range the supple-
uentary network (two pole stabilizer) specifies the stability
behaviour.
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The function of the supplementary network may also be inoluded
with the LdD. ohazaotezistion (this network must be inseztea in

the immediate vicinity of the ?.D., for example at the T.D.,
socket) and the circuit contains a new negative reoistancelwhioh

only exists within the operating frequency range; outside this

range the neg.res. is ooapensated by a large real conductance.

Fig. 21 shows a simple example in this respects a tank circuit

of Pig. 21a is to be deattenuated by a partial coupled !oD..

In principal it Is unravoidable, that the equivalent circuit of
of this partial couplin8 (Pig. 21b) *ntroduces a stray Inductance

"L anoand thereby causes the ohcraoteristio curve pertaining

to the terminals photo the ?.D. is to be Inserted, contains an

additional enorlicemsnt above the operating frequency range (3 mc)

which cannot be Influenced by a change of the tank circuit

loading; the circuit is unstable (at approx. 150 ma).

S)ig.21a Fig.21b • -
FF1e.210

F16*21 a Stabilty problems at the deattesu-g
atUes or a tank 1" a ?d.

Now the task of the two-pole-stabiliser ti to remove this

additional enoizo•nt wiJthout disturbing the cheracteristic curve

,within the operating frequenoy range. the simplest solution is
©btained by using a RO-network (with the saallest possible Indus-

tance) whioh Is connected directly parallel to the negativr'eeels

tanco (Fig. 22a); the alltred characteristic curve of Pig. 22b

results and the circuit is now stable.

In orter eases, In which the undeslzable encirclement ocars at

a eonsiderably smaller frequency deviation from the operating

fzeqnenoy range, an narrow band two-pole-stabiliser is used

ir
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:Lig.22
InflassAoC the lnpoda,. eurve
of "n originallly unstable oirouit
by a .o-.polo-etabi2ser".

Pft. 23b and a)., Th oomuon feature of .'11 those examples is the
positive attenuating resistanes, The praotiodl design prose-
dux** we to be taken from the oharaoteristio ourve behaviour
in the backward diagam.

For microwave applications the two-pole-etabiliser need not be
Inserted directly at thl y.Doinoe the iapodanos behaviour along
a transmission line Is of a periodical ocouxenoe, (for example

resonator or anennal).

The primary adv~antage of this supplementary network Ing that

the stability ohsok via characteristic, ourves need then only be

oazried fot the operatingfrequenoy region where the impedance
behavlour is usually known*'

I



4.AsM P14~a10 afte lb un9nel Diogs Qiit

Use antstina whiohwe have Investigated was chosen to hats a
very sidiPls form 10 order Insure t0a the lwa~iniay investi-.

Batton is a*'simple an possible thus yieldiog "eliable results.
Aeoordinjg to Fig. 24 the antenna I a VIipole in whith one

vextloal conduotor in oannected to the condmctina &round plane

sOd the other vertical oanductor is conneated to the coaxial

Input.- The Tunnel Diode is l*oc*Watet the,***set gecustrlIna
point of the radiators betwso mthe two, o~asstors. fbe- bias
Voltage ItS fed to Vie tunnel 6104., via the Mw lex:pencioular

Inipole wintP In the
folding pouat.

06 ai apt.

Iemost important requixerent which is to be set on the eye-
$ta is that -the tunnel diode is not In- a state of soll aelet*-

tiog. Due, t* the unavoidable reactive omaponents of an antena,

the Udengr to self excitation Is especially Sxvat.1f ths dunnel
diodes aie aombined with antennae.. Two positive resistan~es

can to connected An parallel to the T.D. (see P, 25-) thus
alle' .ne fox em iAjustaient of the resuating negative reeiitaiios.

fths UTZ UWgeust Is not onl~y desirable: for, Uhe. imeasuvenent of

the esteik" teedig poit" Impedebo p but io &Is* port Of %th
etabiiuiA~g arrangement which- is trid' here. The, L4vantage Of
thle OXlIMPSOW140 fo 0ajustin the neativeT resistance Ia that
tbe~o cI~t~Jg- point regains within the linear region of the
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*&UZateIStCi T*.D. Curve. In addition an adjustable parallel
eapsoitanoe was used sines many oases of self oscillation could
be avoided by suitable adjustment of the oapaoitance.

f"uael diode amout
in the feldiug polar.

During the. measurements the AC-voltage at the ý..D. must be
measured continuously for control. Therefore oi diode (for detec-
tion of AO) is also connected In parallel to the T.D., which

allows for measurement sensitivity of 3.(i0)' 3 volts. The Indi-

acation obtained from" this diode arrangement allows for-cheoking
the crleuit stability; in oase of instability, the resistance
and oapaoitanoe of the stabilising network can be varied until
stability to obtained. the cond'i tion of self excitation can

easily be observed in that corresponding voltage amplitude of
0.1 volts or more is measured at the test diode. Thus already
a slight tendency toards a self excitation can easily be ob-
served. In addition this arrangement enables the supervision
of the AC voltage which exists at the !.D. due to the impedance

measurement (AC voltage is fed to the antenna ifor this measure-
meat).•

This vol'age should not be much larger than 0.02 volts between
the two terminals of the 2.D., sines the tunnel diode impedance
ehanges for the case of larger voltages due to the nonlinearity

of the 'f4.," current.

inoae the "!.D." Is to be operated at high frequencies and since
the T.D. mount should not radiate, the latter should be rather



#mui, in *I* aM should be of extremely low induotaaoe. Pig. 25
shew the eonehtuftion of the mount whereas Pig. 2( rhowe the
munt in tbe antenna.

i . . . . i g .2 6
Viev of the folding

ppoint.

The T.D. it placed in the center threaded hole of the mount csd

fattened via two screws, one located in each end vf tole. fwo

ulgmt~lz t4hedd hole fastening arrangemenits aye located adjaeent

to s.D. mount for the purpose of connected R1 and R2 in paxall3

tc tht To.. Thease two resietancee determine the attenuating

or lotilng roelstanoe ,R" of the stabilizing oirouit, 0"" is a
vatlhel ospaoitor "DO in the detection diode which is used

to 39 *e tho .kC voltage.

One end c.? the diode Is AO connected to the system vWa the oa-

Vpa1%t 0. VChe resistanoe serves an a feed- in for the

D) curvest of the detection diode. OLt Is the lead wire within

the •iteana eonduotor through which the .C cuxrrcnt of the

detection diode in aoeesible for measurement. The coplete Oon-

strdation is sohenoioally shown by PiCe 27.
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*veft~oal anontos, coadico

* Circuit diagrana Of the TV-
aoiaut in the folding Point.

A. MUMAq. AImn oM I9anemceoonsainia M.a420v 129ist1124M
the ispedanuce weve masured by using a slotted ooaxial line.
In accordance with 1ig. 28 the line "L160 is connected to the
4oax:uia adapter. The slotted line Is thus a part of the complete
TOD* circuit and must be included in the stability consideration.
Since for easy stabilisa~tion the number of resonant frequencies
of the circuit, must be kept as small as possible'. It is appro-
jfiate to terminate the Input of the slotted line with a reels-
*on** OR .0 S (characteristic Impedance of the line),which is
ftequency independent. Then the entire line behaves as a fro-
quency independent resistance 03*at the base of the antenna
and "soe not contain mny resonances. flowever the stabilisation

of the circuit via ORt" and "C" coniection at the T.D. location
In accordance with Section IIA must be undertaken when'the slotted
line Is connected to the circuit.

?he test signal obtained from the test generator "N" is coupled
'*at of the lIne via a loosely coupled capacitive probe "Ps"
%-1ch projects slightly Into the slot of the line. the loose
coupling inaures that the sta~ilixed impedance behaviour is uot
dista bed * One leg of the unipole Is grounded. the other leg
serves (to addition to Its radiation behaviour) aso the lead for
the DC bias of the TOD. in that it extends as the inner con-
ductor of the slotted line and is accessible behind the 60 ohm



termination (the outer oonduoter of the slotted line in AC
prounded via a large capacitor wC." which to connected in series
to the outer conductor at the dissection of the same In the
vicinity of the line tetmination). The test voltages obtained
at the s:otted line axe very small due to the small voltage
regulation of the T.D.. The voltage cave along the slotted line
to measured. Sinoe the capacitive probe is very loosely coupled
to the line the measured voltages are very small and a sensitive
z-a *eeiwer is required.

Os "I"SAOtted lung

eapasitjwo probe

Vol"ag
WD divlde1

b1410 eeteeebias swt • .zeoooeear indicea

fteo2f Test setup far impedanee easruMat.

Actually h..• measurement process consists in determining the
MAmau voltage •Tu=* and the minimum voltage "Umn" along the
line

' as deM*fi in this equation is deteramd by using a suit-

able oalibratoE voltage divider N"Do. (In the measuring process
the veltage at the reeotver output is kept constant by adjusting
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the MD the attenuation of YD whioh has been adjusted to sahieve
thiscondition, Is then reoorded In esah rmn.)

If the input impedance "Z - - R + jI" contains a negative real
part "- RO then the circle diagram In the complex impedance plans
must be extended in such a manner (as shown in Fig.29) that
negativ, real parts oan also be inoluded. The diagram circles
in the left side of the plane are the "images of those in the
right side of the plane. The VS"R malues could lie on either the
riht hand (which contains positive resistive components), or
the left hand side (which contains negative resitive oomponents),
since the measured VSWR does not give any indication as whether
the real part of the impedance is negative or positive. The sg4n
of the real part can be determined from the sise of "Umax" of the
circuit in Fig.28.

I '

/I

"" 'Circle diAgrama In
the coaple: impedanet-
plane extended for
negative real parts.
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* er~respo.nding theory:

Mhe. gq•ierator in PIS. 281 whioh is looeely coupled to the line
feods the latter with a ourrent "I" which Is independent of. the
2d (Pig. -30a)0 Tho termination OR So" at the left hand aid*
of the line oan be' transformed to the location of the coupling

po.At (soee Ig. 30b) "If and So a together form a current source.
'he location of a voltage maximum along the line is to be sought.

Then the *u:rent source and the load 1"2" which is to be measured
is traaw ormed to the location of a voltage maximum an shown in,
.iS, 30* (whioh does not ohange in the transformation).

-"' I;•pcion of the ,olt.ma
S-S $ ii.3,ob

a Pig, 30

Pld3o s Transmission line having a teruiatina whish inoludes a
positive or a neogtive ,ealpawt.

As a result of this transformation, "Z" transforms to a real
resistance R a 8 SL When the real part of *Zw I positive, and
.Mrantforms Into a negative real resistanoe Ir = -S. ZT when the
::eal oart o:! "2" in negative. The current "I divides itself thus
3eteen the resistance "R" and the resistance "B"". In this

eanner th3 ru.sum volt*ee, as described by the following equation,
is obtained for Fig. 3•Q.

UJsa" IIL' (kI1) (41)
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Ue. "Roerator in Fla. 2, ws•ho It loosely 0upld to he line
, feeds the latter with a otpronat UP whih io indeponeO't d t the

" load (Sig. .3Oa).. e termination n a 5o, at the lfet hand side
of the line oan be.trasatormed to the looation of thewooupling
point (se Fig. 3Ob) MIN sad *SON together form a current sour**.
.he 1bottIon of a voltage maximum along the line 4s to be sought.
fhen the zurront souroe and the load "So whioh to to be measured
ie-tranatforod to the aeration of a voltage maxiMum as shoon in
,P-. SW. (whioh doe" not ohangP in the transformation)

position of the. foit.-najij

A-4j a .se..

o a T•easvaison lino havla a ternstlon i•ehb ftoludes a
positive or a negetivo rselpait.

As a result ot this transformation, "ZO transforms to a real
resistance a a 3, h whoa the real part of "Z1 in positive, and
•tansforse Into a negative real resistance Ir = -S.zz when the
::"I opxt o! *SO to noetlvo. whe current *I" divides itself thus
"betweeo the resistance OR" and the resistance "f"n. In this
rianner t# r aziu voltage, as, described by the following equatiou,
is obtained 'or Fig. "Qo.

III .. I
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Ift SIPa As #Ae $~& b te ea* a. @the gn of the real
Polt at Wr.
Ait first #us. ants to 1#114644 by A snatohed resistanceon ",s,

hEwa the following Volta"qs *measured along the line easin.. 8 11I

U: the antennla io naw i ~seed as 000plex load 40thenl the
te~lving-ift yalid If the ze-al Part of AS" Is positive:

11.1 (13)
0o Ima .@

If ego $4 a Dues resetaue then OU 9 VON* If us" contain#
a negtives 2.1& lparto OW t 00 following in valid:

sal **-can ha?, an arbitrary large ,alue.1W measuring U.,
and comparing It with U* the sign of R0 can b*- found by help of
(13) or (14d.

~a~Dl A ofM' a au.~t a &Moed Diuleg with T.3)
P.following *xWVpl has been co~sen In order to explain the'

psinciple. of the measurement teohnite "an thus the exsmple is
r ather s*iiplee No pertioulasly interefting application of a !.D.
Is, therein c-esoribs4. An unsyinetrioal ant~enna having coaxial
feed-int all~ts for siapler wasurement a" oapiared to a synmetri-
cal anteassa Therefore, one half of a ftoled dipole (that poitlon
above the conducting p3.ane)was weed..

%Me T.. Is locatd In the erect of the antenna, and its "sgo-
ciated Impedance also ianfuences the meassured Impedance at the
feeding point. If the bias voltage of the 1.3. Is channedt
W1ffzent Positive and negative valus of the !.DO resistanose

to* be obtained. 14. 32 shows the measured antenna Input imps-
*eaoe for various diode resistance values.
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TD

f4e.31 I investigated I
antenna I0eijn

Fe~~nuctngplane

seisurie4 admittancie

57530t tealunoymuetr oal

fteiefore ocages exist In whioh the input GAZAtianoe of the antenna
COntSASn a n~egative real part; in this case the an~tenna miay
operate as an amplifier. BiAC, the curve of the input admittamo.
contains loops In the a*rqtttaase plane, a certain vide band be-
havioux 08n $e obtained if the antenna is satohed.

of the tested antennia with
aM without Tunnel Diode.
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Glosuary of Symbols

PO Eigen value of a network.
p Complex frequency

6. Rsea part of the complex freq!uency
0 Rotating angle of a vector, draun .from the origin

to a curve.
A Adaittance at an branch of a network. (Espeoially of

that one, which contains the negative reoietor.)
SAdniittance at tWoes tercinale, at which the real negative

reniistor is to te inserted.
Y 'Anittance at those terninals, at which the tunnel diode

is to be inserted.

S Vultage standing wave ratio.
Zo Charakterietic impedance of a line.
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List of Illustrations

P11'. 1 Example of a simple cirouit oontaining a noeative
revlistor.

2&4 ereos in the p - plane.
3&5 The plotted curve of the aiding P - Funktion.

6 L'xtmplt. of a circuit having only seros.
7 Exuaple for a oirzouit having orly polea.

8&9 2olt and seres of a netvwor with the corresponding
adsiittanoe oharakteristic curves.

10 Suitable'adaittanoe curves for statility check.
11 A3t±ility test by means ofai pedance and admittance

curves.

12 Equivalent tunnel diode cirouit.
13 Eqvivalent TD-oircuit as transformation fourpole.
14 ExemTple for a traneforned adm1 trtance curve.
15 Impedance curve of a tunnel diode.
16 Backward diagrav, of a tunneldiodeo

17 Stability check in the backward diagjram.
18&19 Impedance curves of circuit examples being instable

In principle.
20 Inpedanoe curve of a stable wide bind oircuit.

21 13trAbility protlesm involved with the deatten.of a tank.
22 Jnfluenoing the Impedanoe curve of an ortiginally

inzstable circuit by means of a "two-pole-stubilizer".
23 )'ýVii;ns of some "two-pole-stabili1er".

24 1n~entigated folded unipole.
25 Tunnel diode mount In the folding point.
26 View of the foldIngpoint.
27 Cirouit diagram of the tunnel diode mount.
28 !!eft met-up for Impedance measurement.
29 (Itd.%Ie diagram in the complex impedance or

1,431ttaaoe plane.
30 ''rcnehmislon line having a termination which Includes

.& positive or negative real part.
31 in'statated antenna design.
32 'ectsured adsittanoe curves of the tested antenna with

anc without tunnel diode.
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